Day 1 :

Arrival in Saigon

Upon arrival, your tour guide will escort you to the transport for
your transfer to Twin Doves Golf Club for your first golf game. An
exclusive members club, Twin Doves is three distinctly different
nines; the Luna Course is scenic with numerous small hills bordered
by forests, and incorporates all the natural elements as challenging
hazards. Nature’s best continues to feature in the exciting Stella
Course, as creeks weave between tree-flanked holes, placing a
premium on accurate shot making to mostly multi-tiered greens
guarded well by water hazards. Playing around a lake is the Sole Course, replete with an island green,
beach bunkers, and of course a series of water hazards.

Day 2 :

Saigon

(Breakfast)

This morning, play your second round of golf at Vietnam Golf &
Country Club, where Asian tour events have been hosted. The West
Course plays long, and tee shots are to challengingly narrow landing
areas. One of the best is the 11th hole, a par 4 dogleg left which
demands a drive that must carry over trees to have sight of the
green. Complicated further by a large tree in the center of the
fairway, the approach is to a slightly elevated, shallow and wide
green bunkered on both sides. The hillier Lee Trevino designed East Course offers more generous fairways
but is protected by 110 well-positioned bunkers, water hazards and undulating fast-rolling greens. Scoring
well requires smart approach shots that set up relatively straighter putts on the greens.

Day 3 :

Saigon

(Breakfast)

Your final day of golf is at Long Thanh Golf Club. Both the
immaculate Hill and Coral courses feature rolling fairways and large
undulating greens, with many high lipped bunkers and water
hazards on almost every hole to catch errant shots. The short rough
at Long Thanh poses no real problems, though higher handicappers
might prefer the relatively flatter Lake Course. The par three 4th on
the Hill Course is the signature hole with a choice of two different
greens, both of which require accurate tee shots, to avoid the OB stakes at the back of the longer green;
and also the 'Great Wall of Long Thanh' that surrounds the even more difficult shorter green also guarded
by water in the front and a rock face behind. They say you never forget this hole.

Day 4 :

Departure from Saigon

(Breakfast)

At the scheduled time, transfer to the airport for your homebound flight.

